We consider the Neumann problem r -Au = g(u) + h(x) in Í2, I du/dv = 0 on bdryfi.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the solvability of the following Neumann problem (-Au = g(u) + h(x) inQ, ( ' ' \ du/dv = Q on bdryfl.
Here Q is a bounded domain in RN, with C1,1 boundary and unit exterior normal v , g is continuous on R, and h is taken in L°°(Q). By a solution of (1.1) we mean a function u e Hl(Ù) n L°°(Q) satisfying We are interested in deriving conditions on the nonlinearity g that guarantee nonresonance, i.e., the existence of a solution u of (1.1) for every given h. Taking v = 1 in (1.2), one immediately realizes that a necessary condition for nonresonance is that (1.3) g is unbounded from above and from below on R.
This simple example suggests that some control should be imposed on the possible interaction of the nonlinearity g with the higher part of the spectrum of (1.4). Denoting by X2 > 0 the second eigenvalue of (1.4), we will assume lim sup g (s)/s < X2, where G(s) = /0S g{t) dt.
Theorem 1.1. Assume (1.5). Then a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.1) to be solvable for any h e L°°(Q.) is that g be unbounded from above and below on R.
Several works have been devoted recently to questions of nonresonance for ordinary and partial differential equations. In particular, as far as (1.1) is concerned, the approach of [CoOl] can be adapted to derive nonresonance under (1.5) together with a similar condition at the right of the first eigenvalue X\ = 0 of (1.4): (1.6) liminfg(s)/s > Xi and lim.inf2G(s)/s2 > X\.
s-*±oo s-*±oo
Clearly, (1.6) implies (1.3). It also follows from [MWWi, Ma] that (1.3) implies nonresonance when g is a nondecreasing function that has linear growth and satisfies (a weakened form of) (1.5). The proofs in [CoOl] and [MWWi, Ma] are based respectively on the Rabinowitz saddle point theorem and the dual least action principle of Clarke and Ekeland. Standard results on upper and lower solutions can also be used to derive nonresonance for ( 1.1 ) if g is unbounded from above and below on R+ , or from above and below on R~ , or from above on R~ and from below on R+. From this respect, Theorem 1.1 deals with the remaining case, where g is unbounded from above on R+ and from below on R~ . A result analogous to Theorem 1.1 for periodic solutions of a class of second order ordinary differential equations was also obtained recently by the authors in [G0O2] . The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the Leray-Schauder degree and involves the consideration of (constant) upper and lower solutions that may not be well ordered. It has some points in common with that in [G0O2] . In particular the open set that we eventually construct, in order to apply the invariance of the degree, is of the same type as the one introduced in [G0O2] . The main difference lies in the required estimate, which here provides a bound on the gradient in terms of the value of the function at any single point (cf. Claim 2 below). Assumption (1.5) with respect to X2 is exploited through its equivalence with a positive density condition (cf. the appendix in [G0O2] ). Dealing with this positive density condition, in the case of a Neumann problem like here, requires a rather delicate lemma on the measure of inverse images given in [DFG01] .
It should be pointed out that a result analogous to Theorem 1.1 is not valid for the Dirichlet problem. Indeed, denoting by ß\ the first eigenvalue of -A on Hq (Q), nonresonance for Í -Au = ß{u + g{u) + h(x) inQ, \ u = 0 on bdry Q, The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in §2. In §3 we briefly consider a related result for jumping nonlinearities. In particular it is shown there that, when g has linear growth, (1.5) can be replaced by a condition on g(s)/s at +oo (or -oo) only (cf. Corollary 3.3).
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Only the sufficient condition remains to be proved. Let us fix p > N. We start by recalling that an upper solution for (1.1) is defined as a function ß e W2'P{£1) suchthat f -Aß > g(ß) + h{x) a.e. in £2, \dß/dv>0 on bdryQ.
A lower solution a is defined by reversing these inequalities. The following lemma is well known, at least for h continuous.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that (1.1) admits an upper solution ß and a lower solution a, with a(x) < ß(x) in Q. Then (1.1) has a solution u, with a(x) < u(x) < ß(x) in Q.
The proof of Lemma 2.1 in the general case can be carried out by first taking a solution u of
where / is defined through the following truncation:
By using (u -a)~ and (u -ß)+ as multipliers in the weak form of (2.1), one then shows that a(x) < u(x) < ß(x) in Q, which concludes the proof. Lemma 2.1 allows us to take care of a few cases in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, if g is unbounded from above and below on R+ , then there exist a < ß in R+ such that g{a) > UAH«, and g(ß) < -||A||oo-Taking the constant functions ß and a as upper and lower solutions, respectively, Lemma 2.1 applies and yields a solution of (1.1). The same situation occurs if g is unbounded from above and below on R" , or unbounded from below on R+ and from above on R~ .
It follows that we can assume from now on in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that for some constant C\ ,
for every s e R. Moreover, we can find A < 0 and B > 0 such that (2.3) g(A) < -PH«, and g{B) > \\h\U
Observe that the constant functions A and B are upper and lower solutions respectively, but they are now ordered in the wrong way. Let us fix a number #, with 0 < ¿> < X2, and let us denote by K the operator that sends e(x) on the unique solution u of (-Au = ûu + e(x) inQ, I du/dv = 0 on bdryQ.
Then (1.1) is transformed into the fixed point equation
in, say, C^clQ), which will turn out to be a suitable functional setting. We will deal with the homotopy
where p € [0, 1]. Relation (2.5) corresponds to the problem
\ du/dv = 0 on bdryQ.
Claim 1. There exists a constant C2 (independent of u and /z) such that if u solves (2.6), for some p €[0, 1], then either max« < <?2 or minw > -c2.
Proof of Claim 1. Assume by contradiction the existence of a sequence of numbers pn € [0, 1] and corresponding solutions w" of (2.6) such that (2.7) maxu"->+oc and minw" -> -oo.
Put vn = m»/||m"||oo • By the linear growth of g (which follows from (1.5) and (2.2)) and the LP regularity theory, {vn} remains bounded in W2<p{Çl) and so, for a subsequence, u,-ni weakly in W2,P(Q.) and p" -*• p e [0, 1].
Clearly 11^11^ = 1. Also, for a further subsequence, {g(«n)/||Wn||oo} converges in L°° (Q) with respect to the weak * topology, and the limit function can be written as m(x)v(x), with 0 < m{x) < X2 a.e. in Q. This last point can be verified as in [BDF] or [GoOi], using (2.2) and the first part of (1.5). It follows that v satisfies r -Av -p(x)v in Q,
where p(x) -(1 -p)û + pm{x). We thus have 0 < p{x) < X2 a.e. in Q. Three cases are now distinguished: (i) p{x) = 0 a.e. in Q, (ii) p(x) > 0 and p(x) < X2 on subsets of positive measure, (iii) p{x) -X2 a.e. in Q.
In case (i) v is a nonzero constant and so un = v"||«"||oo -► +oo (or -oo , depending on the sign of v) uniformly. This contradicts (2.7).
In case (ii) the contradiction comes from the following lemma, which can be proved by using Fourier series, as in [MaW] or the strict monotonicity dependence of eigenvalues in problems with weight (cf. [DFG02] ). Lemma 2.2. Let X¡ < X¡+\ be two consecutive eigenvalues of (1.4). Assume that p G L°°(Q) satisfies X¡ < p(x) < X¿+\ a.e. in Q, with p(x) > X¡ and p(x) < Xi+i on subsets of positive measure. Then m = 0 is the only solution of -Au = p(x)u z'raQ, du/dv = 0 on bdryQ.
In case (iii) v is an eigenfunction corresponding to X2, p -I and m{x) -X2 a.e. in Q. We also have in this case (2.9) /(c?(W«)/IKHoo-A2^K^0, Ja since {g(Wn)/||Wn||oo} converges to mv = X2v . We will show that there exists r\ > 0 and ô > 0 such that (2.10) Pn{x G Q: u"(x) t¿ 0 and g{un(x))/un{x) <X2-n}>ô, for all n sufficiently large. Here pn denotes the Lebesgue measure in RN. Let us admit (2.10) for a moment and conclude the proof of Claim 1. Denote by /" the characteristic function of the set in (2.10). Decomposing the integral in (2.9) into the sum of an integral over the set in (2.10) and an integral over its complement, and using Fatou's lemma to deal with this second integral, one obtains lim sup \-r¡ I vlxn) > 0.
n->+oo \ JÇI / So, for a subsequence, Jn v2xn -* 0, which implies Jn v2x" -> 0. A contradiction then easily follows from (2.10) and the fact that the eigenfunction v does not vanish on a set of positive measure. It remains to prove (2.10). Since g has linear growth, it follows from the appendix in [G0O2] that assumption (1.5) implies the existence of n > 0 such that the set E = {s g R: s 5¿ 0 and g(s)/s <X2-n} has positive density at +00 (we are assuming here that the second half of (1.5) holds at +00 ; similar arguments should be used in the other case). We recall that the positive density of £ at +00 means that Since v" converges in C'(clQ), Lip(v") remains bounded, and so Lip(w") < c3||m"||oo , for some constant c¡. Replacing in (2.13) and using (2.11) then yield (2.10).
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. There exists a constant c^ (independent of u, p and Xn) such that if u solves (2.6), for some p G [0, 1], then ||Vm||oo < c4\u(x0)\{P-^p +c4, for all Xo G cl Q.
Proof of Claim 2. Let u be a solution of (2.6), for some p G [0, 1]. Setting
we derive from (2.6) that (2.14)
/ <p(u, u) <c, where, here and below, c represents a constant independent of u, p, and Xo, but which may vary from inequality to inequality. By Claim 1, we have max u < c2 or min u > -c2. Consider the first case (the second can be treated similarly). It follows from (2.14) that -/ <p{u,p)<c+ <p(u,p)+ <p{u,p).
We use (2.2) in the second integral and max« < c2 in the third integral to obtain / J\9 <p(u, p) < c.
Combining with (2.14) then yields \\<p(u, P)\\v < c.
This implies, by the linear growth of g , M«, Ml* < Mu, ß)\\ll?\\<p{u, ß)\\£-l)/p < c\\u\\t-X)lp + c.
Let us write w = u -(l/meas(Q)) Jfi u. By the basic estimates of the Lp regularity theory and the last inequality above, we have < |M|C, <c|M|n,2.P < c(\\(p(u, p) + h\\ij,) < c\\u\\lpD-i)/p + c
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and consequently, for every xn G cl Q, (2.15) HVkIIoo < c\\u -u(x0)\\{prl)/p + c\u(x0)\^-l)/p + c. Now, by the C1 character of bdryQ, there exists a constant c$ such that, for any x, xo G cl Q, there is a smooth curve y, with range contained in cl Q, joining Xo to x and of length < c$. This implies
<c5\\Vu\ '[0,1] Using this inequality in (2.15), one easily gets the estimate of Claim 2.
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1. Define cf = {ueCl{c\Q):A< w(x0) < B, for at least one xo G clQ, and ||Vw||oo < C}, where C -c4 max{-A, B}(p~lVp+C4+1 . Clearly, cf is a bounded open subset of C'(clQ) which contains 0. By the Leray-Schauder degree theory, (2.4) will be solvable in clef if no solution of (2.5), with 0 < p < 1, belongs to the boundary of cf. Assume by contradiction that there exists such a solution u in bdrycf. Then, by Claim 2 and the choice of C above, we conclude that max u = A or min u = B. Consider the first case (the second can be treated similarly). Take Xi G clQ, with u(xi) -max«. We distinguish two cases:
either xi G Q or xx G bdry Q.
In the first case we start by observing that, by (2.3),
for some £ > 0 and a.e. jc g Q. Consequently, by continuity,
a.e. in some ball B(x\, r) c Q . The strong maximum principle (cf. [GiTr, Theorem 8.19] ) then implies that u-A is constant on B(x\, r) which contradicts (2.16).
In the second case we derive as above that, for some ball B(x\, r),
a.e. in B(x\, r) n Q. By the C11 character of bdryQ, the interior sphere condition is satisfied at X] and so the boundary form of the strong maximum principle (cf. [DF, Proposition 1.16] ) implies that either u -A is constant on B(X\, r) n Q or du/dv{x\) > 0. In any case we get a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. with Lipschitz coefficients a¡j = a¡i, djdvz denotes the associated conormal derivative and h is a bounded Carathéodory function. Observe that the unique continuation property, which is needed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 as well as in the application of (2.10) to the proof of Claim 1, now follows from [GL] . Observe also that our proof of Lemma 2.1 does not extend to the gradient dependent case. One should here restrict oneself to constant upper and lower solutions (which is all we need) and adapt the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [G0O2] , using the maximum principle in Sobolev spaces. (We refer to [Ad] for a recent study of the method of upper and lower solutions for Carathéodory type equations.)
Remark 2.5. Not well-ordered upper and lower solutions were already considered in [AAmM] , but by totally different techniques and for bounded nonlinearities. The approach in [AAmM] can be extended to deal with some unbounded nonlinearities, as we shall show elsewhere. In this way one obtains a completely different proof of Theorem 1.1 (under, however, a slightly stronger condition than (1.5)). Results in this direction, in the context of periodic solutions for a class of ordinary differential equations, have been obtained by one of the authors in [O] .
Remark 2.6. From the proof of Theorem 1.1 we can also derive sometimes the existence of multiple solutions. This is due to the fact that, in establishing the existence of a solution, our proof also provides some information about its location (cf. Lemma 2.1 and the definition of the set tf above). In this way we can recover in particular some multiplicity results obtained in [DT] .
A RELATED RESULT FOR JUMPING NONLINEARITIES
Assumption (1.5) imposes a restriction on the asymptotic behaviour of the nonlinearity g with respect to the spectrum of ( 1.4). In this section we consider another type of restriction which somehow involves the Fucik spectrum of the associated linear operator.
The following lemma should be compared with Lemma 2.2. Its proof, by contradiction, can be easily adapted from that of corresponding lemmas in [Ah, INW] .
Lemma 3.1. For any given q-> 0 there exists q+ > 0 such that, if p± G L°°(Q) satisfy 0 < P-{x) < <?_ and 0 < p+(x) < q+ a.e. in Q, with P-{x) > 0 and p+(x) > 0 on subsets of positive measure, then w = 0 is the only solution of ( -Au = p+(x)u+ -p-(x)u~ in SI, \ du/dv = 0 on bdryQ. Remark 3.5. More precise results involving the Fucik spectrum can be obtained in the case of ordinary differential equations (cf. [G0O2] ).
